
How to Succeed as a Nonprofit 
Competing in a Big World



The Clark & Co team is located coast-to-coast and 
around the world!

WE’RE  
GLOBAL



The lead strategist & creator The lead project manager The lead avertising strategist The lead web developer

President Client Success Lead Strategist Developer
Corey Elizabeth Suzanne Viraj

impressions that matter. engagements that last.

Collectively our team has more years of experience than a human has ever lived.

our team



Help small businesses & non-profits 
navigate the digital world effectively.

OUR MISSION

we understand how to navigate the digital world to help reach your business goals

innovative 
strategies

personalized 
approach

proven              
results



Data will always guide us to success.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

We know what it means to be 
a NON-PROFIT competing in a 
big world 2-10x ROI Ads $10M+ 24/7



our services
Our team takes a personalized approach to understanding your business objectives and

using performance data to optimize both traditional and digital marketing strategies.

impressions that matter. engagements that last.

strategy

Search engine optimization

web development

Analytics graphic design

advertising



We developed an updated logo and branding to elevate the community group to align 
with their new 501c3 status. Helping to develop all supporting marketing materials from 
fundraiasing campaign collateral, promotional flyers, social media posts and more.

from community group to a non-profit

rebranding



We developed a custom user experience to provide new customers an opportunity to 
understand the brand and value of each handmade product, while streamlining the 
purchasing process to increase overall conversion values.

enhanced user experience

website development



Advertising is as effective as the strategy that drives the campaign. We tailor each 
advertising campaign to measure conversion metrics that align with business goals in 
order to deliver quality leads over quantity. 

LEads that matter

advertising



Utilizing top notch SEO tools, we audit the current website for it’s SEO quality score, while 
providing recommendations for improvements. Our team is well versed in implementing 
optimizations to increase SEO quality scores and overall search visibility. 

search visibility that works

SEO Enrichment



We are here to help on projects big & small — easy & hard.

how we help

non-profit expertsconsultation agency friendpartnership



global advertising 
expertise

digital listening: what 
people are talking about

best in class website 
development

conversions that drive 
cash results

  150 markets and counting

   35+ languages

   Beta & custom placements 

   Top notch digital tools

   Affordability on most budgets

   Insights that make sense

   Effective web designs for you

   UI/UX that drives sales

   SEO enrichment

   Industry best practices

   Digital tracking that makes sense

   Results that you see 

We know what people are searching 
for and how to reach them effective 
no matter your budget.

Ever wonder what people are say-
ing about your brand? Same, but we 
know while utilizing the best industry 
tools available.

How you see your company and how 
your customers do are two totally 
different views. We help bridget the 
gap.

Marketing strategies and campaign 
executions are only as good as the 
results that they deliver.

We know the market

impressions that matter. engagements that last.
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We personalize the marketing mix for each of our clients to reach their business goals.

Direct TrafficAdvertising Traffic

Organic Search Traffic Social Media

we partner with you to create effective marketing 
campaigns that work for your business

marketing mix



Corey CLark
corey@coreyclark.co // 708.669.9410

thank you


